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Fallout 4 miscellaneous quest Director of General Atomics Galleria Gold watchPre-War money (15)Opening of all companies in the Galleria Galleria is a miscellaneous endeavor, taking place at the General Atomics Galleria in Fallout 4. Content[view] Quick walkthroughEdit Take the elevator up to the director's office.
Grab the Galleria supervisor's password from the skeleton hand to the left. Ignore the director, get down the elevator again then straight into The Back Alley Bowling. Find the supervisor's terminal inside and get galleria DMS override passwords by reading the logs (post 7/26/77). Get out and back in the elevator to the
director's office. From here: Talk to the director, he will participate in battle, kill him quickly, and open the director override the terminal and make a selection (Grand Reopening / Shutdown / Self destruction). Talk to the director directly and pass either speech check. This will result in him upgrading his firmware,
reopening the park. Go to the General Atomics factory and grab general atomic id cards (under the clipboard on the table) in the locked room on the second floor. To enter the room, you can pick expert locks or jump into the room through a window, and then talk to the director. Detailed briefingRedait To trigger the
reopening, go up to the director's office. When the survivor goes up to the director's office they will have several options to interact with him; They will all end up in the director requiring the player character to identify themselves. Several options involve passing speech controls. It is also possible to acquire a General
Atomics ID card from the General Atomics factory that allows the player character to identify himself without a speech control. If the player character succeeds with any of the speech controls or presents the ID, they can reopen the mall and receive the grand prize for reproducing the raffle. If you try a speech control
(difficulty not dependent on Charisma) and fail, the director will become hostile along with all the other robots on the facility. Alternatively, if the director has been destroyed the player character can use a password saved in the supervisor's terminal to access the computer in the director's office. However, the functions of
the terminal are disabled as long as the director is still functional. The terminal will give the player character with the options to launch the large reopening, shutdown all robots, or initiate a self-destruct sequence in all robots. Updating the director's firmware on his computer (reopening the mall) will immediately end the
hostility of all the remaining Mr. Handies. Quest stagesEdit StageStatusDescription30 Report to the Director of General Atomics Galleria.849Director becomes hostile.850 Grand Reopening.855 Director is shutdown.856 Director self-destruct. NotesReit About the option to start Grand is selected in the director override
terminal, the remaining robots will be friendly again. General Atomics International (before the war) Crisp Danny Reg Sprocket Waitron Mister HandiesMister Gutsies GeneralAtomicsGalleriaExt (entrance)GeneralAtomicsGalleriaExt02 GeneralAtomicsGalleriaExt03
GeneralAtomicsGalleriaExt04GeneralAtomicsGalleriaExt05 GeneralAtomicsGalleria01 (Alley Back Bowling) 0000 d9d3 (entrance) 0000d9b4 0000d9b3 0000d9d2 0000dd6d 000e791a (Back Alley Bowling) General Atomics Galleria terminal poster general atomics galleria logo The General Atomics Galleria is a place in
the Commonwealth in 2287. Content[view] BackgroundEdit A relic before the war, the mall was supposed to be a demonstration of what a city's commercial district would look like if it is powered entirely by robots. Inhabited only by Mr. Handies and Mr. Gutsies of various personalities, the place is completely unaware of
the war. [1] Shortly before the war, it was intended that a grand opening supervisor would arrive, as the only survivor could disguise himself as having additional access to the site. A manual password lock is located at the terminal at the back of the bowling alley, while the former supervisor's pass card is located in the
director's office to the left of their desk. If one reads the myriad of terminals, one can learn that one suspects that the former supervisor was killed by the director, with an advisory that the park should be closed permanently. The various stores around the mall are still open, but will not operate normally until the large
reopening event has been officially triggered. Due to errors in Mr. Handy's robotic programming, many interactions can result in shopkeepers and residents attacking Sole Survivor, resulting in the destruction of robots that would otherwise have become suppliers. LayoutEdit Buildings are arranged in a circular way around
a courtyard, where a central control tower is located. Behind the Advanced-locked door in Madden's gym is a terminal that can be hacked to activate a Manager's Sale, giving you a 25% discount. In clockwise order: When going up to the director's office, the only survivor will have multiple interactions available, all of



which will result in the director requiring them to identify themselves. Several options involve passing Speech checks, although it is also possible to acquire a General Atomics ID card from the General Atomics factory, which will bypass speech controls completely; thereby, the director will gift a gold watch for 275 years
of continued service. By succeeding one of the speech controls, or by presenting the ID card, the mall can be reopened, which allows the grand prize for the reopening draw to be obtained. If tries a Speech control (difficulties not dependent on Charisma), and fails, the director will become hostile along with everyone else
at the plant. Alternatively, if the director has been destroyed, a password stored in the supervisor's terminal can be used to access the computer in the director's office, where normally, the functions of the terminal are disabled as long as the director remains functional. This terminal will provide the only survivor with
options to start the major reopening on its own, permanently disable all the resident robots, or initiate a self-destructing sequence. Updating the director's computer firmware (re-opening mall) will immediately end the hostility of all the remaining Mr. Handies. Notable lootEdit NotesEdit After the great reopening, the next
time Sole Survivor travels back to the mall after a short time, the stores will be cleaned from customers' skeletons and garbage piles inside the buildings, with some furniture moved. The outside around giant handy will remain in the same place, burdened with destroyed cars, caddies, tires and mud. After the big
reopening, Sole Survivor will see a scavenger living in the region. He will be seen walking between the shops and will have a bag next to the boxing ring. Being a pre-War site, the sellers still only accept old pre-war money as currency, although this later can be changed by updating the director's computer firmware to get
the mall to accept caps instead. The Bowling Alley Mr Gutsy behind the counter is the only one that one can be spoken to without it getting hostile about passing Can I just look around? dialogue control after asking about caps. Asking for the employee discount check will still cause hostility when moving on despite
permission. There are three small caches hidden on rooftops accessible through the steps within the bowling alley: a weapons cache at the department store, a chem cache at Madden's gym and a cap's cache at Slocum's Joe eatery. The ladder is inside, at the upper level of the western part of the building. When in this
place companions make comments, which are activated at the port. Site comments Character Comment Cait Looks like someone was proud of themselves for buildin' these robots. Codsworth Ah General Atomics. Only the highest quality in consumer robotics. Curie The Mister Handy line is really quite magnificent, don't
you think? Danse General Atomics is really pleased with themselves for designing Mister Handy. Deacon This was built to perpetuate our robot overlords. True story. John Hancock Assumes they'd build a charter to something back then. Nick Valentine My name is Mister Handy, better looking of things. Look at this room
I said I'd cleaned up, and despair. Piper Wright Can, can we get into that thing? Preston Garvey What is this, the king of the robots? Robert MacCready This must have been built by the company that made these annoying robots. X6-88 We set up a team up to try to repair that robot, only to find it was hollowed out.
AppearancesReitEn General Atomics Galleria appears only in Fallout 4. Behind the scenesRedat The following is based on unverified behind-the-scenes information and has not been confirmed by gun sources. On at least two monitors in the different buildings, emails are sent by an Isaac in regards to robots and their
programming. In one case, he discusses a law when it comes to robot programming. This is a nod to the famous author Isaac Asimov, whose literary works are mostly about robots, designing the famous Three Laws of Robotics. The design of the central tower is based on the Atomium, a landmark in Brussels built for the
1958 World's Fair. information based on unverified behind-the-scenes information. BugsEdit PC Playstation 4 Xbox One Guard Gutsy robots may not speak but their dialogue will appear if subtitles are on. [verified] PC Playstation 4 Xbox One If the only survivor has a power armor aimed at HUD installed and the
residents highlighted by its use, the robot icing will attack. [verified] PC Xbox One As a follow-up to the above bug: Although no power armor is worn, half of the robots (Greeter, The Champ, Mack, Danny, and Guard gutsies) are still hostile upon entry to the Galleria. Although one can try to restore each robot via console
commands, a better option is to initiate Grand Re-Opening from the director's workstation: this will restore all robots to friendly. [verified] PC Playstation 4 It is possible that inside the bowling alley, only the bartender will self-destruct after issuing the command through the director's terminal, leaving several robots alive.
[verified] PC Playstation 4 Xbox One If the player character is caught in the fire caused by Bean's attempt to heat up coffee, companions can attack Bean, causing him to become hostile. [verified] PC Playstation 4 Xbox One Director will sometimes glitch and become un-killable. This can be determined by crippling each
part of VATS causing self-destruction to initiate. [verified] PC Playstation 4 Sometimes, even after picking up the Supervisor's password and killing the Director, the player character can not override the computer behind him. [verified] GalleryEdit Outdoor View of Pinelli's Bakery Bakery Ticket 1,6,7 and 8 located inside the
bakeryGeneral Atomics outletFallons department storeHandy EatsSlocums JoeEntryway signageMain Attraction/Entrance hazedNight viewDirectional signAdd a picture to this gallery ReferencesRetit ReferencesRetit
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